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Abstract—In this article, we propose a new surgical device for circumferentially excision of high anal fistulas in a minimally invasive manner. The new apparatus works on the basis of axially rotating and moving a tubular blade along a fistulous tract straightened using a rigid straight guidewire. As the blade moves along the tract, its sharp circular cutting edge circumferentially separates approximately 2.25 mm thickness of tract enclosing the rigid guidewire. We used the new set to excise two anal fistulas in a 62-year-old male patient, an extraspincteric type and a long tract with no internal opening. With regard to the results of this test, the new device can be considered as a sphincter preserving mechanism for treatment of high anal fistulas. Consequently, a major reduction in the risk of fecal incontinence, recurrence rate, convalescence period and patient morbidity may be achieved using the new device for treatment of fistula-in-ano.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goals in the treatment of fistula-in-ano are 1) to eliminate the septic foci and any associated epithelialized tracts, and 2) to do so with the least amount of functional derangement [1]-[4]. Simple low fistulas may be treated by laying open or fistulotomy with a minimal risk of fecal incontinence [2]. Surgical management of high anal fistula is still a serious problem. Many treatment modalities such as staged fistulotomy, core-out, seton applications, mucosal advancement flaps, re-routing of fistula tract, fibrin glue have all been alternatively used in the treatment of complex and high anal fistulas with various success rates depending on the experience of the surgeon and the type of fistula [5].

Core fistulectomy with endorectal advancement flap repair is reported as a safe and effective technique for treatment of high anal fistulas with good results in terms of recurrence and continence [6], [7]. Developing a new device to do core fistulectomy as a minimally invasive surgery (MIS) enhances the advantages of this useful technique. MIS is now being widely used as one of the most preferred choices for various types of operations [8], [9]. Review of the relevant literature revealed rigid and flexible devices designed for minimally invasive fistulectomy of fistula-in-ano [2], [5], [10], [11]. Although, our fabricated apparatus is similar to the previous rigid device in principle of work, they have different designs and structures, and our design has proved its practicability under a clinical test.

In this article, the basic structure of our new fistulectomy set and its principle of work are described and minimally invasive removal of two anal fistulas by means of the new set is reported.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. New Fistulectomy Set

Fig. 1 shows the new fistulectomy set components and connections. The new apparatus consists of a rigid bar with a length of 19 cm and a diameter of 4.5 mm, a special rigid guidewire with a total length of 16.5 cm and a diameter of 2.5 mm, a cylindrical stabilizer with a length of 2 cm and a diameter of 6.95 mm, a tubular blade with a length of 18 cm and an internal diameter of 7 mm and an external diameter of 8 mm, two handles with 4.55-milimeter-diameter central holes, and a connecting bolt.

As shown in Fig. 1, the rear end of the rigid bar is connected to the aft handle by the connecting bolt and its front end is coaxially fixed to the rigid guidewire by means of the cylindrical stabilizer. This bar plays the role of a straight rail for conducting the blade in correct cutting path and is the foundation of the device. The front handle which is fixed to the tubular blade, can slide along the bar and rotate around its longitudinal axis. The set of bar, stabilizer, and front handle keeps the blade coaxial with the guidewire. So, the radial space between guidewire and internal surface of the tubular blade remains constant while the blade slides along the rigid bar. Introducing the rigid guidewire through the fistula straightens the lumen then by rotating the blade and sliding it along the guidewire towards the internal opening of tract, the fistula is circumferentially separated by the blade circular cutting edge. With regard to 2.5-milimeter-diameter of the guidewire and the 7-milimeter-diameter of the blade circular cutting edge, the radial thickness of the annularly separated tissue is 2.25 mm.
This thickness is sufficient for minimally invasive fistulectomy of anal fistulas as stated in [5].

As shown in Fig. 1, the tip of the guidewire has a bend angle of 30 degrees relative to its axis. Rotating the guidewire in the fistulous tract helps its inclined tip align with the direction of the tract so facilitates its forward motion in the lumen and reduces the risk of damage to surrounding healthy tissues.

At the end of the separation procedure, the front handle comes in contact with the stabilizer and its forward motion stops. This design prevents the abruptly exit of blade from the internal orifice of the fistulectomy lumen and keeps the blade cutting edge at the back of the guidewire tip in all conditions. So, the risk of injury to the rectum wall caused by the sudden impact of the blade cutting edge is minimized.

Selecting a suitable material for fabrication of the new apparatus components was an important issue. The material should be biocompatible with the ability of easily being sterilized and suitable for creating sharp cutting edges at the blade forward end. Regarding the above criteria, all device components were fabricated of stainless steel 316.

B. Surgical Technique

Fistulography was performed to delineate the shape of the primary fistulous tracts and/or any secondary tracts and to determine the location of the internal and external openings. After identifying the internal orifices, the following 4 steps as shown in Fig. 2 were performed sequentially to excise fistulas whereas the patient was in lithotomy position.

Step 1. The rigid guidewire was introduced through the external opening of the tract and progressed toward the internal opening. This step is shown in Fig. 2 (a). Rotating the guidewire facilitates its forward motion along the tract and minimizes the risk of damage to surrounding tissues. Inserting the guidewire in the tract changes it into a straight lumen and prepares it for separation by the straight tubular blade.

Step 2. The tip of the wire protruding from the internal orifice was fixed in the rectum by a suitable gripper. This step is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Fixing the tip of the guidewire prevents its free motion in rectum and minimizes the risk of damage to rectum wall.

Step 3. By keeping the aft handle in its position and gently rotating and sliding the front handle along the rigid bar, the blade circular cutting edge circumferentially separated 2.25 mm thickness of the tract. This step is shown in Fig. 2 (c). This step should be continued until the blade cutting edge reaches the internal opening of the tract showing separation of the whole tract from the peripheral tissues. This separated tissue accommodates in the cylindrical space between tubular blade and straight guidewire after passing through the circular cutting edge of blade.

Step 4. Removing the device by gently rotating the handles and pulling them backward. After removing the device a lumen with a small diameter approximately equal to 8 mm remained in patient body. This step is shown in Fig. 2 (d).

C. Patients

To show the practicability of our design, we used the new fistulectomy set for excising peri-anal fistulas in a 62-year-old male patient. The patient had 2 anal fistula tracts, an extrasphincteric type and another tract with no internal opening, each of them with a length about 8 cm.

III. RESULTS

Using the new fistulectomy set, we could excise approximately 2.25 mm thickness of two anal fistulas with no need to create any extra cut in peri-anal tissues. Fig. 3 (a) shows the extrasphincteric fistulous tract excised from the patient body, tubular in shape with a length approximately equal to 8 cm. Fig. 3 (b) also shows the new fistulectomy set to represent the length of excised tissue in comparison to the 16-centimeter-long tubular blade.
Fig. 2. Representation of the minimally invasive core-out excision by the new fistulectomy set. (a) Inserting the rigid guidewire into the fistulous tract. (b) Fixing the tip of the guidewire in the rectum. (c) Excising the fistulous tract by rotating and sliding the front handle along the rigid bar. (d) Removing the device from patient body.

Fig. 3. (a) New fistulectomy set. (b) Excised tissue from the patient body.

After removing the device, a lumen with a small diameter approximately equal to 8 mm remained in patient body. This test showed that the new device is successfully capable of circumferentially excising of fistulous tracts with minimum damage to peripheral healthy tissues.

IV. DISCUSSION

In simple anal fistulas, a little amount of anal muscles is encompassed by fistulous tract and the conventional surgical treatment is to lay open or completely excise the tract [5]. Using this technique for treatment of high anal fistulas, fecal incontinence is inevitable because of the need for deep incisions to access the tract. In these types of anal fistulas a number of sphincter-preserving surgical techniques such as fistulectomy [4], [6], [7], endo-rectal advancement flap [6], [12], [13], seton sutures [14], [15], fibrin glue injection [16]-[19] and bioprosthetic plug [19], [20] have been used with various results in terms of recurrence and continence disturbance.

“Core-out” fistulectomy is considered a safe and effective surgical technique for treatment of complex anal fistulas in many papers [6], [7]. The principle of this technique is to circumferentially separate the abnormal fibrous tract whilst tracing a probe which is already inserted in the tract. In high anal fistulas (extrasphincteric, suprasphincteric, and high transspincteric) tracing the tract in deep peri-anal tissues is very difficult and may cause harmful damages to these tissues. Depending on the experience of the surgeon, the thickness of the separated healthy tissues surrounding the tract and the damage to sphincter muscles change. To eliminate these problems, there is a need for an efficient instrument capable of easily removal of inaccessible portions of the tract with minimum invasion. Review of the relevant literature revealed rigid and flexible devices specially designed for this purpose. In 1997, Al-Tameem presented some rigid devices for fistulectomy of anal fistulas but there is not any published document showing the practicability and efficiency of the designs [10], [11]. Although our apparatus is similar to the previously rigid devices in principle of work, they have different designs and structures, and our device practicability is proved with regards to our test results. Relevant flexible fistulectomy devices were presented by Tasci in 2002 and Lasheen in 2004 with excellent results in terms or recurrence and continence disturbance [2], [5]. These devices have completely different designs and principle of work in comparison to our mechanism.

The proposed surgical device in this study is fabricated with the goal of “core-out” fistulectomy idealization which can be achieved by avoiding extra cuts and minimizing the thickness of excised healthy tissue. By excising the fistula tract with minimum invasion to peripheral tissues, the advantages of MIS (reducing trauma, alleviating pain, requiring smaller incisions, faster recovery time, and reducing post-operation complications) can be achieved [21]. Our newly designed fistulectomy set facilitates the excision of fistulous tract with confidence and noticeably reduces the diameter of the fistulectomy lumen in comparison to the conventional technique. Consequently, the injuries to anal
sphincters will be diminished, and a major reduction in the risk of fecal incontinence, recurrence rate and convalescence period may be achieved.
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